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Aerial Photography

Compass of the Ephemeral
Aerial Photography of Black Rock City through the Lens of Will Roger
Will Roger, William Fox, Tony "Coyote" Perez-Banuet, Harley Dubois, Alexei Vranich,
Crimson Rose Edited by Phyllis Needham

Smallworks Press, an independent publishing company specializing in limited edition,
exquisitely-printed books focusing on contemporary art and culture, has announced it
is producing and distributing the highly-anticipated Compass of the Ephemeral: Aerial
Photography of Black Rock City through the Lens of Will Roger, the first book of aerial
and drone photography by cultural co-founder of Burning Man, Will Roger.

Compass of the Ephemeral includes a collection of Will Roger’s photographs chronicling
the ever changing cityscape and transformation of Black Rock City, home to Burning
Man and one of the harshest climates in the continental U.S. The book traces the history
and transition of Black Rock City from a few thousand people in the late 1990s to the
growing metropolis required to support over 70,000 citizens today.

HB 9780977880652 £27.99 June 2019 Smallworks Press 216 pages
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Individual Photographers

Gerda Taro, Photojournalist
With Robert Capa in the Spanish Civil War
Irme Schaber

Paris in the summer of 1937. A giant funeral procession wends its way from the city
center eastward toward the Père-Lachaise Cemetery, accompanied by the sounds of
Chopin's funeral march. The photojournalist Gerda Taro had been killed in the Spanish
Civil War a few days earlier. Thousands come to pay their last respects to the émigrée
from Hitler's Germany. The poet Louis Aragon speaks at the graveside, young girls hold
up a large portrait of the deceased. Why did the French Communist Party honor a
foreigner - one who was not even a member of the Party - with a "first-class" burial?
Ernest Hemingway is said to have found Gerda Taro while searching for "better
Germans", the term he used to describe Germans fighting on the Republican side in the
Spanish Civil War. Taro is today considered one of the path-breaking pioneers of
photography. She captured some of the most dramatic and widely published images of
the Spanish Civil War and was the first female photographer to shoot images in the
midst of battle. Her willingness to work close to the fighting set new standards for war
photography and ultimately cost her her life. Taro stands alongside early twentieth
century war photographers like Robert Capa and David "Chim" Seymour. Her death, the
first fatality during war coverage, garnered worldwide attention. She had broken new
ground, as a woman and as a photographer. Despite this, Gerda Taro has largely fallen
into oblivion, especially in comparison to her colleague and partner Robert Capa.
Whether gender and religion played a role in this would require a separate
investigation. In any case, in her study of women resisting fascism, Ingrid Strobl reaches
the conclusion that a combination such as woman-Communist-Jew represented a
threefold stigma, and would almost guarantee Taro's exclusion from official history,
both in the East and the West. It has been almost twenty years since the first biography
of Gerda Taro, written by Irme Schaber, led to Taro's rediscovery as a photographer.
Since that time, the discovery of the "Mexican Suitcase", containing more than 800 of
her photos, has made new research on Taro possible. In this new, fully revised
biography, Irme Schaber presents groundbreaking insights regarding cameras,
copyrights and the circumstances surrounding Taro's death.

HB 9783869050133 £49.90 October 2018 Edition Axel Menges 256 pages

Shining Land
Looking for Robin Hyde
Paula Morris, Haru Sameshima

Shining Land: Looking for Robin Hyde brings together award-winning novelist Paula
Morris and distinguished photographer Haru Sameshima. It is the second in the kōrero 
series of picture books edited by Lloyd Jones, written and made for grown-ups, and
designed to showcase leading New Zealand writers and artists working together in a
collaborative and dynamic way.

In Shining Land Morris and Sameshima focus on the New Zealand journalist, poet,
fiction writer and war correspondent Robin Hyde, exploring three locations important
to her difficult life and ground-breaking work. This beautifully considered small book
richly rewards the reader and stretches the notion of what the book can do.

About the Author: Paula Morris MNZM, Ngāti Wai, Ngāti Manuhiri, Ngāti Whātua, 
is an award-winning novelist, short-story writer and essayist.
Haru Sameshima completed an MFA (1995) at Elam School of Fine Arts, University of
Auckland, and has exhibited and published widely in New Zealand.

HB 9780995131828 £34.99 November 2020 Massey University Press 96 pages
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Jazz in Available Light
Illuminating the Jazz Greats from the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s
Veryl Oakland, Quincy Jones

Through both personal stories and stunning photographs captured behind the scenes,
lose yourself in this bygone era of jazz that celebrates dozens of the most recognized
and formidable jazz artists spanning three decades. As a freelance jazz photojournalist
who devoted nearly thirty years in search of the great jazz musicians, Veryl Oakland
profiles the music’s masters in a wide variety of settings—under the spotlight, in their
homes, and far from the stage—in a personalized manner unique for jazz publications.
Close followers of the entertainment industry and music lovers everywhere will be
enthralled to see more than 340 iconic images of diverse stars—Duke Ellington, Count
Basie, Buddy Rich, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk, Dexter Gordon, Art Blakey, Stan
Getz, Phil Woods, Sun Ra, Cecil Taylor, Paul Bley, Weather Report, and Wynton
Marsalis—covering music styles from swing, to bebop, cool, hard bop, free, and beyond.

HB 9780764354830 £54.99 June 2018 Schiffer Publishing 328 pages

Photographic Equipment & Techniques

How Did You Get That Shot?
A Photographer's Journal from America's Back Roads
David Skernick

On the road again, award-winning photographer and educator David Skernick lets
serious photographers in on the decisions he makes—some split-second, some carefully
planned—to capture 144 spot-on images from rural America. This notebook explains the
why, when, where, and especially the how behind each shot, including the camera
settings and techniques used. Sprinkled throughout are funny stories and suggestions
for places to stop for food or lodging near the shoots. This fun-to-read companion will
help savvy photographers at all levels polish their camera skills.

HB 9780764357282 £27.99 May 2019 Schiffer Publishing 192 pages

The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras
1945-1995
H. Keith Melton, Lt. Col. Vladimir Alekseenko

This lavishly photographed and authoritative book presents the secret history of Soviet
subminiature spy cameras during the Cold War. It is a history that could only have been
written by the veteran KGB technical intelligence officers who created and used the
cameras in secret operations. With 350 photographs, the book reveals the history,
development, and operational use of more than ninety secret cameras used by two of
the world’s most formidable intelligence services—the KGB (Komitet Gosudarstvennoy
Bezopasnosti [Committee for State Security]) and GRU (Glavnoye Razvedyvatel’noye
Upravleniye [Foreign Military Intelligence Agency of the Soviet Army])—for secretly
copying documents, and for surveillance and compromise. Every major camera system
used by the KGB, and several used by the GRU are included. A bonus at the end of the
book is an exhaustive glossary on KGB and GRU photographic systems and optical
devices. This book is a must-have for camera collectors, military enthusiasts, historians,
and counterintelligence officers.

HB 9780764356162 £40.99 October 2018 Schiffer Publishing 192 pages
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Photographic Reportage

Anthropocene
Burtynsky, Baichwal, de Pencier
Edited by Sophie Hackett, Andrea Kunard, Urs Stahel

Anthropocene is the latest book by Edward Burtynsky, Jennifer Baichwal, and Nicholas
de Pencier to chronicle the massive and irreversible impact of humans on the Earth —
on a geological scale.

In photographs that are both stunning and disconcerting, Burtynsky, Baichwal, and de
Pencier document species extinction (the burning of elephant tusks to disrupt the
illegal trade of ivory), technofossils (swathes of discarded plastic forming geological
layers), and terraforming (mines and industrial agriculture).

The book also features a range of essays by artists, curators, and scientists, some part
of an international group of scientists who have proposed that the Earth is now entering
a new era of geological time where human activity is the driving force behind
environmental and geological change — i.e. the Anthropocene. Thus the book brings
contemporary art into conversation with environmental science and anthropology on a
topic that urgently affects all of us.

Anthropocene will be published to coincide with a major international exhibition
opening simultaneously in September 2018 at the Art Gallery of Ontario and the
National Gallery of Canada and the release of a film on the same topic by Baichwal and
de Pencier. The exhibition will travel to Fondazione MAST in Bologna in the spring of
2019.

HB 9781773100975 £26.99 October 2018 Goose Lane Editions 256 pages

Everything Remains Raw
Photographing Toronto's Hip Hop Culture from Analogue to Digital
Mark V. Campbell

Amongst the algorithmic pulsations that remap informational networks at the whim of
any giant tech company, hip hop culture produces ways of knowing (and being in) the
world that continually disrupt the status quo.

Guided by a sense of rawness — an unsanitized speaking of truth to power — hip hop
culture thrives outside of the formal and institutional settings which are often used to
confer importance. Hip hop has no use for such pedestals. Its inherent and purposefully
self-critical nature ensures that hip hop is both a widely appealing form for youth
protest and a self-calibrating system of quality control.

A photographic excavation of Toronto's hip hop archive, ...Everything Remains
Raw draws on photographs of Kardinal Offishall, Michie Mee, Dream Warriors, Maestro,
Drake, Director X, and others by Michael Chambers, Sheinina Raj, Demuth Flake, Craig
Boyko, Nabil Shash, Patrick Nichols, and Stella Fakiyesi to offer a deep dive in hip hop's
visual culture. An intentional intersection of the taste-making skills of the DJ and the
nuanced particularism of the curator, the book and the accompanying exhibition
juxtapose never-before-seen images with photojournalism, street posters, and zines to
reframe and enhance popular understandings of this thing called hip hop.

...Everything Remains Raw accompanies an exhibition organized at the McMichael
Canadian Art Collection.

About the Author: Mark V. Campbell is the founding director of Northside Hip Hop
Archive and Adjunct Professor in the RTA School of Media at Ryerson University.

HB 9781773100821 £26.99 May 2018 Goose Lane Editions 120 pages
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Saskatchewan Book
George Webber, Lorna Crozier

An evocative collection of contemporary photography that shines a light on the
charm and disintegration of small towns in Saskatchewan.

Captured over 30 years, the 200 images in this finely wrought exhibition document
prairie landscapes and rural structures like no other in recent memory. With skill,
sensitivity, and a renowned eye for detail, documentary photographer George Webber
once again transports the viewer with his lens across time, geography, and history.

Bright colours, sun-baked facades, endless horizons, and straight edges are all
beautifully haunted by the shadow of time’s inevitable decay and nature’s slow
embrace of abandoned human settlements. The varying shades of prairie-blue skies can
hum with optimistic vibrancy, while fists of cloud can march toward an unknowable
front.

Saskatchewan Book shows us that small prairie towns remain beacons of affection and
bastions of memory, all the while succumbing to the enigmatic fate that eventually
enfolds all living things.

About the Author: George Webber is a renowned documentary photographer
whose previous collections with Rocky Mountain Books include an illustrated edition of
Robert Kroetsch's classic novel Badlands, Prairie Gothic (with Aritha van Herk), Last
Call (with Karen Connelly), Alberta Book (with Fred Stenson), and Saskatchewan
Book (with Lorna Crozier).
An Officer of the Order of Canada, Lorna Crozier has been acknowledged for her
contributions to Canadian literature, her teaching and her mentoring with five
honourary doctorates, most recently from McGill and Simon Fraser Universities. Her
books have received numerous national awards, including the Governor-General’s
Award for Poetry. The Globe and Mail declared The Book of Marvels: A Compendium of
Everyday Things one of its Top 100 Books of the Year, and Amazon chose her memoir
as one of the 100 books you should read in your lifetime.

HB 9781771604406 £40.99 September 2020 Rocky Mountain Books 320 pages

The Architecture of Whimsy
Mid-20th-Century Modern Architecture in South Florida
Arthur Jay Marcus

This fascinating lexicon examines the quixotic architectural expressions found on select
mid-20th-century modern commercial buildings in South Florida. Showcasing the work
of 13 noted architects from Miami Beach to Fort Lauderdale, it highlights the playful
decorative details and gestures—swooping overhangs, brise soleil, cheese holes and
arches, and screening—that expressed the era’s shiny optimism and the region’s
carefree resort culture. With brief bios of the architects and street maps pinpointing
the location of each building, this book offers tourists, architects, history buffs, and
preservationists a new context and appreciation for these
works of art, many of which are endangered.

About the Author: Arthur Jay Marcus is an architect, photographer, and historic
preservationist living in South Florida since 1992. A native of Philadelphia, he received
a BA from Temple University and a master’s degree in architecture from Carnegie
Mellon University. Arthur is also a self-taught photographer specializing in abstracted
views of the built environment. His lifelong passions, architecture and photography,
have informed each other over the course of his career. www.arthurmarcus.com

HB 9780764360275 £22.99 September 2020 Schiffer Publishing 112 pages
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The Dogs of Cuba
Emmy Park

Discover the lives of Cuba’s dogs through the lens of award-winning photographer Emmy
Park. This book is full of beautiful and raw images; explore the relationship between
Cubans and their canine companions that roam the colorful streets, iconic landmarks,
and remote areas of Cuba. Learn about local animal rescue organizations that provide
care and medical attention to dogs without homes, and why they need support.
Featuring every Cuban province, be transported into the daily lives of dogs against the
backdrop of rugged streets and lush landscapes.

About the Author: Emmy Park is an accomplished NYC-based fashion, portrait, and
pet photographer whose images have been featured in numerous international
publications. In 2016, Emmy’s “Stylish Canines of NYC” series won the PDN Faces
photography contest for Professional Animal Portraits. Emmy lives in New York City but
visits Cuba frequently to experience its unique culture, its vibrant people, and, of
course, its animals.

HB 9780764358036 £22.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

The Cats of Cuba
Emmy Park

Discover the lives of Cuba’s cats through the lens of award-winning photographer Emmy
Park. This book is full of beautiful and raw images; explore the relationship between
Cubans and their feline companions that roam the colorful streets, iconic landmarks,
and remote areas of Cuba. Learn about local animal rescue organizations that provide
care and medical attention to those without homes, and why they need support.
Featuring every province, be transported into the daily lives of Cuba’s cats against the
backdrop of rugged streets and lush landscapes.

HB 9780764358029 £22.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

All of Which I Saw
With the US Marine Corps in Iraq
Lucian Read, Dan Rather Other Congressman Seth Moulton

All of Which I Saw captures the United States Marine Corps during some of the most
dramatic and important moments of the Iraq War. The book takes the viewer across
the Pacific aboard ship, into the Battle of Najaf and Second Battle of Fallujah—where
Read took his now-iconic photograph of a wounded Sergeant Major Bradley Kasal—and
beyond into the bloody streets of Ramadi and the darkness of the Haditha massacre . .
. only to return to the light of homecoming. During the Iraq War, no other
photojournalist spent more time with the Marines, and this is a singular, stunning, and
indispensable record of the conflict and the Marine Corps at war. Throughout, the book
also contains Read’s own contemporaneous accounts that tell the stories behind the
photos, including Sgt. Maj. Kasal’s, and captures the grim truths about the war in all
its violence, tragedy, heroism, and sacrifice.

About the Author: Lucian Read is an Emmy-award-winning director,
cinematographer, and photojournalist. Between 2004 and 2010, he spent more than
three years embedded with US forces in Iraq and Afghanistan and witnessed many of
the pivotal events of both wars. His photojournalism work during the wars for
publications such as Vanity Fair, the New Yorker, Newsweek, Time, and Rolling
Stone garnered a World Press Photo Award in 2006. A portion of his work is in the
permanent collection of the National Museum of the Marine Corps in Quantico, Virginia.
He is the creator of the inequality-in-America documentary series America Divided. He
also directed the Occupy Wall Street feature documentary 99%—an official 2013
Sundance selection.

HB 9780764357992 £31.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing 224 pages
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Art of the Beard
David Sacks, Angie Sacks

The age of the metrosexual is over. Dead and buried. In places as diverse as Seattle,
Los Angeles, Austin, Richmond, Miami, and Charleston, modern American men are
ushering in a new golden age of hirsute pursuits. Denouncing the baby-smooth standard
that society has set, men from around the world are reembracing their face in its most
natural state. A select group of these well-whiskered men and their faithful Whiskerinas
have taken this dedication a step further through the formation of their very own
competitive community. Backed by the jackpot of good genetics and a well-oiled care
routine, this group of grooming enthusiasts competes all over the world in hopes of
recognition in the art of pogonotrophy. Step inside this whimsical, wild, and often-
misunderstood world of competitive bearding through the lens of David Sacks. Comb
through his collection of over 200 portraits and see for yourself how beautifully weird
the beard can be.

About the Author: David Sacks was a predominantly New York City–based
photographer for over 20 years. He worked in 33 countries, was published in over 50
national and international magazines, and won dozens of awards, including the
Nikon/PDN World in Focus Grand Prize in 2007. He shot advertising campaigns for Merck
Pharmaceuticals, Bank of America, GlaxoSmithKline, Delta Airlines, TD Bank, and many
others. He was deeply committed to working with international philanthropic
organizations such as Amnesty International, Covenant Mercies, and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation. In April 2013, at the age of 44, David lost his battle with cancer. Art
of the Beard, his second publication of images, was begun by David before his passing
and finished by those who wanted to see his vision for publication realized.

HB 9780764357732 £24.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing 192 pages

Photographs: Collections

Balcony Chic
Oleksandr Burlaka

Voyer into peoples' lives through Ukrainians' motley and odd balconies — a product of
unregulated space. This photo book documents this unique architectural phenomenon
by telling the story of its origin and its do-it-yourself double-sidedness: beautiful, ugly,
plastic, wooden, old-fashioned, modern, painted, and glazed balconies, full of stuff
and covered in flowers. Each balcony is unique, like its owner.

Balcony Chic is a great edition to anyone interested in Soviet architecture, Eastern
Europe, Ukrainian urban scene and photography in general.

Inside Balcony Chic you will find:

More than 100 photos of balconies from across Ukraine; Beautiful layout; Insightful
introduction about the history of balconies and an explanation of this architectural
phenomenon in Ukraine.

About the photographer: Oleksandr Burlaka graduated from the Faculty of Architecture
at Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture. He is a Kyiv-based artist
and architect working in installation, photography and exhibitional display. Burlaka’s
work includes research and often covers architecture and its transformation in post-
Soviet countries.

About the Author: Oleksandr Burlaka is a graduate of the Faculty of Architecture
at Kiev National University of Civil Engineering and Architecture. An artist and
architect, working in the field of installation, photography and exposition, his works
examine architecture and its transformation in post-Soviet countries.

HB 9789665008309 £43.99 May 2019 Osnovy Publishing 116 pages
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Muttshots
A Compliation of Canine Characters
Loz Dalton

Stunning collection of photographs capturing 45 different breeds across 65
portraits. A fantastic gift book for dog lovers.

Dogs’ faces are all so unique — eyes that can see deep into your soul; noses long and
short, with textures and colours ranging from the blackest black, to pink and every
shade in between; the length of their ears and whether they stand up straight, droop
low or perhaps a combination of both; the infinite arrangements of coat markings and
hair lengths, curly or straight; wrinkled jowls, wrinkled foreheads, whiskers, teeth,
tongues and eyebrows.

Muttshots is the evolution of photographer Loz Dalton’s personal project to examine
furry faces from different angles and became a joyful exploration into uncovering the
personalities, quirks and stories that accompany the different breeds.

She discovered the way people lit up when telling stories about their dogs, highlighting
the huge bond we have with our animals and how pure and special their unconditional
love is for us is.

About the Author: Loz Dalton is a Melbourne-based animal photographer who
focuses on capturing the character nuances of her subjects. She uses her skills in
commercial photography and retouching to capture, explore and enhance details big
and small in her images. She aims to use her images to invite conversation and
education about animal welfare and to share the passion of the bonds humans have
with their fellow creatures.

PB 9781925642476 £38.99 October 2018 Wilkinson Publishing 144 pages

Treasures of Winnipeg's Historic Exchange
George J. Mitchell

A breathtaking full-colour photography book celebrating the architectural splendour
and cultural heritage of Winnipeg’s famed Exchange District, a National Historic Site
and one of the city’s most vibrant artistic, commercial, and tourist hubs.

The Exchange District is the architectural jewel of Winnipeg’s downtown core, a thirty-
block area featuring 150 remarkably preserved heritage buildings dating back to the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These iconic buildings are among the
best examples in North America of several turn-of-the-century architectural styles,
including Romanesque, Italianate, Beaux-Arts, and Chicago School. From its origins in
the 1880s as a commercial and industrial gateway to the Canadian West to its current
revitalization, the Exchange exemplifies the spirit of a modern city embracing its past
while creating a bright and dynamic future.

Treasures of Winnipeg’s Historical Exchange is a sumptuous visual feast for residents
and visitors. With stunning photography highlighting the impressive scale and intricate
detail of the Exchange’s imposing banks, sprawling warehouses, and commercial
towers, this book will amaze and delight anyone interested in Winnipeg’s history and
architecture. In addition, the book captures the renewed energy, creativity,
hospitality, and entrepreneurial spirit that have invigorated the Exchange in recent
years, making it one of Canada’s most vibrant up-and-coming neighbourhoods.

About the Author: George J. Mitchell is an avid photographer and the former
editorial director and publisher of numerous regional and national business and trade
magazines. As the Sun Media Business Publications Division Group Publisher for twenty
years, he created custom publications for such organizations as Air Canada,
Bombardier, Investors Group, and the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce.

HB 9781772033076 £45.99 April 2020 Heritage Group Distribution 272 pages
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Pioneer Churches of Vancouver Island and the Salish Sea
An Explorer's Guide Pioneer Churches of British Columbia
Liz Bryan

A concise, full-colour visitor’s guide to dozens of historical churches scattered
throughout Vancouver Island, from humble country chapels to soaring urban cathedrals.

For many European settlers who arrived on Vancouver Island in the late nineteenth
century, building a church was as important as establishing a homestead or erecting a
school. The church was the heart of the community. Today, although demographics
have shifted and church attendance has waned, many of those early structures are still
standing.

Pioneer Churches of Vancouver Island and the Salish Sea features more than forty
surviving churches whose construction dates back to the 1800s. It explores the
architecture; the local history of the area; and the stories of the builders, worshippers,
clergy members, those who are buried in the adjoining graveyards. Divided into
geographical sections—Victoria, Esquimalt and the Saanich Peninsula, the Cowichan
Valley, Salt Spring Island, Central Vancouver Island, and the North Island—this book is
a beautifully photographed, easy-to-follow guide for anyone interested in exploring
these architectural treasures and learning more about the history surrounding them.

About the Author: Liz Bryan is a journalist, author, photographer, and co-founder
of Western Living magazine. Bryan has written several books, including River of Dreams:
A Journey through Milk River Country, Stone by Stone: Exploring Ancient Sites on the
Canadian Plains, and Country Roads of Western BC: From the Fraser Valley to the
Islands.

PB 9781772033052 £22.99 May 2020 Heritage Group Distribution 224 pages

Along the Western Front
Leah Hennel

A stunning debut collection of photography focusing on contemporary cowboy culture
and the modern ranching lifestyle throughout central and southern Alberta.

Growing up in the city, Leah Hennel would spend summers with her cousins on a farm
near Stettler, Alberta, about halfway between Calgary and Edmonton. The ranching
and farming lifestyle intrigued and fascinated her from an early age, though she could
already see that it was not an easy life to live. It’s always been hard work, but one of
the glories of living it is that those who are able to deal with its gritty realities are
rarely shackled to a desk or an ordinary suburban life. In this time of high-speed
everything, the rural life is a calling that requires patience and know-how. The appeal
is the general simplicity of the lifestyle and its regular exposure to the beauty of the
landscape.

Most people, however, never get a glimpse of this way of life. They get their daily
sustenance from supermarkets and rarely give a thought to where these necessities
come from or how they’re produced. But whether city folks realize it or not, ranching
and farming will always be vitally important.

Hennel specializes in and is passionate about documenting rural life. Through her
always remarkable, vibrant and at times intensely personal photographs, she is able to
both celebrate this essential pursuit and, in doing so, perhaps educate those who are
less familiar with it.

Along the Western Front represents a fresh perspective on this iconic way of life and
introduces photography enthusiasts to one of photojournalism’s more evocative
shooters.

HB 9781771602051 £36.99 March 2020 Rocky Mountain Books 192 pages
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The Human Thread
Photography of Joe Coca
Joe Coca

Through evocative images, insightful descriptions, and companion personal stories, Joe
Coca guides us on a global journey, weaving together place, people, craft, and story
with the human thread that connects us all. Each section of the book features an array
of remarkable photographs that shows a region's people—most often portraits of
artisans working in ancient traditions—as well as surprising glimpses of culture and
environment. From a high altitude soccer match in Peru to silk weavers in Laos, exotic
locales are made personal through intimate portraits, the work of hands, and everyday
life captured, not by an observer, but by a participant, a fellow companion on the
journey.

About the Author: Joe Coca grew up in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of southern
Colorado. After graduating from Colorado State University, he studied photography at
Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles. For forty years he maintained a studio in
Fort Collins, Colorado, but his work has taken him to cities and rural areas of five
continents. He has photographed people from all walks of life, landscape, architecture,
food, and especially handcrafted textiles. Coca has won numerous awards for his
photography. He lives with his wife and two dogs in Weston, Colorado.

HB 9781733510868 £33.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing 187 pages

The Purpose of Things
Pieter de Koninck, Peter Serchuk

Is the ordinary really so ordinary? Or illuminated in different light, does it reveal
something far beyond what we previously imagined? In The Purpose of Things, poet
Peter Serchuk and photographer Pieter de Koninck pair fresh language and images to
create a landscape of new possibilities filled with insight and humor.

Reviews: “The Purpose of Things is a terrific collaboration between words and
images, but also between the objects and arenas we navigate on a daily basis. Pieter
de Koninck’s evocative photographs are in a perfect marriage with Peter Serchuk’s
expressive and poignant poetry and the result is a delightful reconsideration of what’s
right in front of us.”
Aline Smithson, Internationally acclaimed photographer, artist and curator

PB 9781646030194 £18.99 July 2020 Regal House Publishing 86 pages

100 Years in Pinstripes
The New York Yankees in Photographs
New York Daily News

With over 300 stunning archival photographs, the New York Daily News presents an era-
by-era visual history of one of the world's most iconic teams.

To celebrate the 100th anniversary of Babe Ruth's debut in pinstripes, this beautiful
keepsake highlights the people and moments which have defined Yankees baseball
throughout the years. Historic newspaper columns and front pages accompany an
unbeatable selection of both celebrated and rare photos, highlighting Ruth's 60 home
runs and the '27 Yankees, Joe DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak, the Mantle-Maris home
run race, and the Core Four, as well as current stars such as Aaron Judge and Giancarlo
Stanton. 100 Years in Pinstripes is the ultimate tribute to the singular culture and
heritage of this iconic franchise.

HB 9781629377957 £31.99 June 2020 Triumph Books 224 pages
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Nature -- Stilled
Jane Ussher

Award-winning photographer Jane Ussher spent several weeks in Te Papa’s natural
history collection storage areas shooting this outstanding book, and the result is a true
treasure. Stunningly photographed and beautifully designed, its 157 images capture the
glory of the insect, fish, mollusc and botanical specimens that represent the Museum
of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa’s vast and scientifically important collections.

Te Papa’s expert curators and collections managers have written the short texts about
each natural history object, giving concise and unique insights into the fascinating
characteristics of each of them.

From photographs of huia and kākāpō to vivid x-rays of fish, gloriously coloured moths 
and butterflies, unique mosses, and lichens collected in Antarctica, this outstanding
book pays tribute to the glories of our natural world.

About the Author: Jane Ussher MNZM is one of New Zealand’s best-known
photographers. The staff photographer for the New Zealand Listener for many years,
she now has her own photography practice and regularly works for leading magazines
and book publishers. Her many books include Coast: A New Zealand Journey (with Bruce
Ansley), Worship: A History of New Zealand Church Design (with Bill McKay), The New
Zealand Horse (with Deborah Coddington), Face to Face (with Paul Moon), Hillary’s
Antarctica (with Nigel Watson), Islands: A New Zealand Journey (with Bruce Ansley) and
Still Life: Inside the Antarctic Huts of Scott and Shackleton (with Nigel Watson).

HB 9780995113695 £53.99 October 2020 Te Papa Press 320 pages

Sí, San Antonio
Our Favorite Places, People, and Things at Christmas
Patricia Hart McMillan, Natalia G. King

Nothing sparkles like downtown San Antonio at Christmastime. Dazzling color
photographs take readers on a magic carpet ride to this multicultural city’s most-visited
events and attractions, extravagantly and romantically decorated for the winter
holidays. See popular destinations such as Six Flags Texas Fiesta—a vast amusement
park—Spanish Colonial Missions, fine restaurants, historic hotels, house museums on
King William Street, and the San Antonio Zoo, which becomes a fairyland at night.
Photos are accompanied by brief histories of the sites. An insider’s take on the town’s
merry-making, the book will be a treasured take-home souvenir for tourists and a
striking coffee table book for locals.

HB 9780764360930 £31.99 September 2020 Schiffer Publishing 160 pages

Annapolis
Photography of A. Aubrey Bodine
Jennifer B. Bodine

Aubrey Bodine, pictorialist, modernist, and documentarian, was a Baltimore Sunday
Sun feature photographer from 1924 to 1970. This book contains his vintage Annapolis,
US Naval Academy, and Chesapeake Bay photographs, chronicling the mid-20th century
in and around Maryland’s state capitol. These images demonstrate Bodine’s pictorialist
and modernist photographic eye for mansions, government buildings, city streets, and
sailboat racing, encapsulating the essence of Annapolis from 1928 to 1970. Bodine
published four books, wrote articles, judged Salons, won awards from all over the
world, lectured across northeast America, and held down a full-time job at a major
metropolitan newspaper. This is the fifth Bodine picture book assembled by his
daughter, Jennifer. Their previous collaborations are Bodine’s Chesapeake Bay
Country, Bodine’s City, Bodine’s Industry, and Trains: Photography of A. Aubrey
Bodine

HB 9780764360640 £31.99 September 2020 Schiffer Publishing 160 pages
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Oregon Coast
Barbara Tricarico

Seals, sea stacks, whales, and whitewater—Oregon has 360 miles of some of the most
untamed coastline in the world. From north to south, more than 30 fine-art
photographers capture its best attributes and outdoor activities. Sumptuous images
include the towering sea stacks at Cannon Beach and Bandon Beach, sandstone
formations at Shore Acres, the giant sinkhole Thor’s Well, and barking sea lions at Gold
Beach, where the wild Rogue River meets the sea. Containing rarely seen remote views,
this collection is perfect for anyone anticipating a trip to the Oregon coast or
remembering a past visit.

HB 9780764359477 £11.99 May 2020 Schiffer Publishing 112 pages

Clarity
A Photographic Dive into Lake Tahoe's Remarkable Water
Dylan Silver

The water is so clear and filled with so much color, it’s like splashing liquid glass.

Lake Tahoe is legendary for its crystal-clear turquoise waters. Even Mark Twain
commented on its “dazzling” and “brilliant” clarity. This is the first book of underwater
photography from America’s most famous lake, which stretches over 191 square miles
on the California-Nevada state line. The camera lens captures bizarre and fluid shapes
that form faster than the eye can see or the mind can comprehend. More than 180
images show Tahoe’s breathtaking submarine scenery, from its teal shallows, rounded
boulders, and swirling compositions to the surreal still lifes in its clear, quiet depths.
For everyone who loves Lake Tahoe, the images are a lasting reminder of its singular
beauty—and a call to help preserve its health.

About the Author: Dylan Silver is a California-based writer and photographer, and
a former reporter for the Tahoe Daily Tribune. He holds a master’s degree in journalism
from the University of Nevada, Reno. The natural world is his playground, sanctuary,
and passion. Outside of photography, he’s often scuba diving, surfing, paddling, and
free diving. Clarity is his first book.

HB 9780764359446 £27.99 May 2020 Schiffer Publishing 160 pages

Florida Lighthouses
30 Beacons and the Keepers Who Tended Them
Rick Tuers, Terri Tuers

Discover the maritime and human history of Florida’s 30 awe-inspiring lighthouses along
the East Coast, through the Keys, and up the west coast to the Panhandle. Both modern
color and historical black-and-white photographs, as well as postcards and diagrams,
illustrate their role in the settlement of not only Florida, but all of America. Florida’s
shores have been witness to over five centuries of maritime history, including battles
in the Revolutionary War, the Seminole Wars, the Civil War, and World War II. Diving
into the lives of the keepers of these beacons, the Tuerses describe how the lighthouse
keepers navigated not only these political conflicts, but nature’s wrath, braving
hurricanes and wild storms to keep the lights burning. This meticulously researched
book covers the technical—such as the engineering behind the design of the towers and
lenses—as well as the personal, including stories of widowed women balancing raising
a family with tending the lighthouse.

PB 9780764358739 £18.99 January 2020 Schiffer Publishing 192 pages
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Back Roads of the Southwest
David Skernick

Join landscape photographer David Skernick as he travels the remote back roads of
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada—a region so rich in natural beauty
that much of it has been preserved by the national park system. Panoramic images
place the viewer directly into landscapes containing ranches, wolves, wild horses, and
stunning geological formations. Interwoven with this rugged scenery are glimpses of
civilization—working grain elevators, old hotels, and the occasional abandoned gas
station. Skernick, who leads photography workshops nationwide, lets us in on his
strategies with an appendix listing exposure, equipment, and panorama statistics for
each image—enough to satisfy even the most technology-minded photographer.

HB 9780764358586 £31.99 November 2019 Schiffer Publishing 192 pages

In the Chasms of Water, Stone, and Light
Passages through the Grand Canyon
John Annerino

From the supernal peaks of sacred temples to the depths of roaring river rapids,
author/photographer/adventurer John Annerino takes us off the Grand Canyon's tourist
grid to retrace the footpaths and rough-water passages of its earliest explorers.
Spectacular photographs and stories of Annerino's own dicey expeditions in the canyon
and on the Colorado River are juxtaposed with historical tales, illustrations, and black-
and-white images taken by pioneering photographers. Annerino visits the ancient sites
of native peoples who roamed the far corners of this otherworldly abyss, and in vivid
prose provides firsthand descriptions of the hidden landscapes explored by Spanish
missionaries, scientists, National Geographic Society parties, and women river runners.
These trailblazing treks tested their endurance in extreme conditions and, for some,
yielded rare plant and animal specimens that were collected for scientific study. Join
Annerino on this wild adventure in what National Geographic called the "greatest and
most spectacular canyon system on earth."

About the Author: John Annerino is a photographer and author of distinguished
photography books, photographic essays, and single-artist calendars of the American
West and Old Mexico. His work has appeared in prestigious publications, and includes
award-winning photography for National Geographic Adventure, and the map, "The
Grand Canyon Explored," on display as a wall mural at the Grand Canyon National
Geographic Visitor Center.

HB 9780764357602 £31.99 February 2019 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

Seasons of Lancaster County
Home to the World's Largest Amish Community
Don Shenk

From barn raising to haymaking and buggies kicking up snow, photographer and lifetime
resident Don Shenk captures the uniqueness of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, in more
than 100 extraordinary photographs and four seasons. Lancaster County is home to the
world's largest population of Amish, a Pennsylvania German religious sect that holds
modernity at bay. Evocative photographs of work and play, spring's preparations and
fall's harvests, reveal the character of a people who lead simple lives in tune with the
changing seasons. In the midst of this idyllic countryside are Lancaster City, an artistic
hub of nearly 60,000; Lititz, voted the coolest small town in the country; and many
other charming towns. This realistic portrait of an iconic county will delight both long-
term residents and the hundreds of thousands of visitors who pass through each year.

HB 9780764357558 £22.99 June 2019 Schiffer Publishing 128 pages
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Pittsburgh
A Keepsake
Michael P. Gadomski

Discover Pittsburgh's historic sites, modern downtown, famous rivers, recreation, and
arts. Witness the city's progression from an outpost and battleground in the colonial
war for the control of North America to one of the nation's most important industrial
cities. Going through several periods of growth and decline, then a renaissance period,
Pittsburgh today is one of the nation's most culturally and economically advanced cities.
Once serving as a gateway to the American frontier, Pittsburgh today serves on the
frontier of technology, with a strong emphasis on green environmental design,
education, and medicine. It is a city others try to emulate and where young
professionals find new opportunities. You will discover why Pittsburgh is often rated as
one of the World's Most Livable Cities. This is a book you will want to treasure as a
keepsake or give to a family member, friend, or business associate.

HB 9780764357589 £9.99 June 2019 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

Philadelphia
A Keepsake
Michael P. Gadomski

From the founding of democracy in the Western Hemisphere to the modern skyscrapers,
take a quick yet in-depth tour of America's sixth-largest city. From Independence Hall
and the Liberty Bell you will continue on to its beautiful parks, annual flower show,
monuments, festivals, architecture, universities, and dynamic city skyline. See its
diverse neighborhoods and the iconic South Street. Witness street artists and the
classics at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Crave sinking your teeth into a Philly
cheesesteak and the variety of mouthwatering foods for sale in the unique markets.
Philadelphia's sights are wrapped up for you in a beautifully photographed and designed
compact book to hold as your own keepsake or to give as a gift to a special friend,
family member, or business associate.

HB 9780764357572 £9.99 June 2019 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

Lancaster County
A Keepsake
Don Shenk

The rudimentary beauty of black-and-white cows, weathered barns, workhorses, and
agricultural patterns makes Lancaster County remarkably photogenic. In nearly 100
images, including historic sites and rolling hills along the Susquehanna River, lifetime
resident Don Shenk captures the simplicity and striking scenery of this agrarian-based
county, home to the world's largest Amish population, as it changes from season to
season. From sleepy snow-coated fields in winter to the colorful bounty of summer
being sold at market, from the re-awakening of orchards in spring to a crisp buggy ride
through autumn's dappled light, Lancaster County showcases its natural beauty and
charm in this compact book. This is a wonderful gift for a friend, keepsake to remember
a visit, or token of home for all who love Lancaster County.

HB 9780764357541 £9.99 July 2019 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages
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New Hampshire
A Keepsake
Ken Paulsen

Whether planning a vacation, moving, or a resident of the Granite State, this book
provides a compact view of lush landscapes, annual events, and outdoor activities
across all seasons. From sea level to some of the state's highest points, enjoy village
scenes, covered bridges, mountain views, and more. Journey through time as New
Hampshire's rich heritage is displayed in preserved barns, restored churches, and
examples of past road, water, and rail forms of transportation. Move from summer's
sand sculpting competitions to winter's ski slopes, spring's purple lilac blooms to
autumn's deep reds and golds. Eighty full-page color photos from all corners of New
Hampshire highlight why it has one of the top Quality of Life ratings in the country.
This book serves as a thoughtful gift, a striking souvenir, or simply as an ode to New
Hampshire's many treasures.

HB 9780764357480 £9.99 May 2019 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

Brandywine Valley
A Keepsake
Antelo Devereux

The 82 photographs in this book artfully capture the sights and scenes on a journey
through picturesque Brandywine Valley and adjacent areas, arguably one of the more
historic and desirable places to visit and live in the country. They begin at the
headwaters of famed Brandywine Creek among Amish farms in the Welsh Mountains of
Chester County, Pennsylvania, and roughly follow its valley through farmland and
woods, over green rolling hills, past mills, forges, and battlefields, by houses and farms,
into Chadds Ford and the outskirts of Wilmington, Delaware.

HB 9780764355745 £9.99 August 2018 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

The Jersey Shore
A Keepsake
Antelo Devereux

From 30,000 feet the shore looks to be all the same—130 miles of a very thin and
vulnerable line of sand—and Long Beach Island is the poster child. A closer look reveals
an intense, dense variety of buildings and human activity with a few preserved bits of
land. Behind it are bays, estuaries, and marshes—essential nurseries for fish and
habitats for shore birds. These 85 images are a variety of eye-catching and colorful
scenes that await a willing photographer or painter.

HB 9780764355769 £9.99 August 2018 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

Coastal Maine
A Keepsake
Antelo Devereux

Come on a journey along the visually and historically rich Maine coast from Kittery, on
the southern border, and east to Eastport, where the sun first rises on the US. Travel
past shores where ships have wrecked and where lighthouses warn of the rocks; stop at
towns where large sailing schooners were built; and visit villages where fishing and
lobstering activities continue today. The 86 images are only a sample of the eye-
captivating and colorful sights and scenes to be found from early morning into night
along the Maine coast.

HB 9780764355752 £9.99 August 2018 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages
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Embracing Light
A Year in Acadia National Park & Mount Desert Island
Scott Erskine

Acadia National Park and Mount Desert Island are visited by over 2 million tourists every
vacation season, but few know what the island and park are like during the rest of the
year, the quiet season. For over a year, the author, a landscape photographer, explored
the park daily, embracing the available light, capturing the experience of the moment,
as he felt it. On blue-sky days, in storms, hurricanes, blizzards, winter nights on silent
beaches, and extreme cold, images and experiences were gathered, to be later shared.
The work in this book represents a very personal and deep-felt intimacy with the park
and the island that can evolve only by completely immersing oneself into the rhythm
and flow of the land and sea, and then using all of his craft to express this deep love,
his soul, that belongs to Acadia.

About the Author: Scott Erskine is a landscape photographer who lives in central
New England. Since retiring from the Air Force, he has worked in healthcare
informatics. He has photographed extensively in Maine, Alaska, Massachusetts, and
Wyoming.

HB 9780764357503 £27.99 June 2019 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

Welcome to New Hampshire
Ken Paulsen

Take a journey, season by season, through the rich landscapes and history of the
Granite State. From town squares to mountaintops, experience the charm of this New
England state in all its variety. The reader is taken to sled dog races in Laconia, old-
fashioned maple sap gathering at Stonewall Farm, and other activities that define the
beauty and wholesomeness of a New Hampshire winter. Springtime opens up miles of
hiking trails, many of which offer vistas into distant horizons. Memorial Day weekend
signals the beginning of summer activities, with our pristine beaches beckoning sun
seekers--catch the sand sculptors at Hampton Beach or the Wooden Boat Festival on
Lake Winnipisaukee. Autumn splendor speaks for itself in vivid leaves against a brilliant
blue sky. Come enjoy New Hampshire. The welcome sign is out.

About the Author: Ken Paulsen lives in northern New England, where he pursues
his interest in landscape photography. He is also the author of New Hampshire: An
Autumn Sojourn, Vermont: A Focus on Fall, Vermont: An Autumn Perspective, and New
Hampshire: A Keepsake.

HB 9780764357497 £22.99 May 2019 Schiffer Publishing 112 pages

Art from above Cape Cod
Christopher Gibbs

Combine a technological marvel, the natural beauty of Cape Cod, and a renegade drone
pilot who finds art everywhere he looks, and the result is a photographic collection
that's dramatic and sometimes dizzying. The culmination of three years of drone pilot
Chris Gibbs's aerial journeys across one of the most striking land masses in North
America, more than 150 select images capture the essence of what draws travelers
from all over the world to Cape Cod: wildlife and weather, boats and beaches, famous
landmarks and hidden gems. With their ability to hover at low altitudes and capture
previously unseen subjects, drones explode conventional photographic limitations on
perspective and composition. The mesmerizing colors and abstracted landscape and
tidal patterns offer us an intimate view of this cherished national treasure.

About the Author: Chris Gibbs is an FAA Certified Remote Pilot, avid fisherman,
road warrior, Eagle Scout, aviation geek, and hired gun who operates commercially
with his fleet of drones under the name Renegade Airlines.

HB 9780764357473 £31.99 April 2019 Schiffer Publishing 160 pages
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American Carnival
David Skernick

Come celebrate the community, connection, and quirkiness of the American carnival.
Stunning photographs by David Skernick capture the magic of the rides and games and
the carnies and clowns who make the carnival their home. Meet Kat the sword
swallower, Ember the fire eater, and the Human Fuse, Brian Miser, who sails through
the air on fire! As day fades to dusk and the lights come up, smell the cotton candy,
feel the vertigo of the Silver Yo Yo, and hear the laughter and screams. The panoramic
images allow you to see the fair as if you were standing there yourself.

About the Author: David Skernick resides in Woodland Hills, California, with his
wife Ria and dog Chewy. He spends as much time as possible traveling, photographing,
and teaching workshops along the back roads of America.

HB 9780764357299 £15.99 May 2019 Schiffer Publishing 128 pages

Images from "Over There"
Personal Photography of America's Expeditionary Forces in WWI and
Occupation
Stephen C. McGeorge

This is a detailed study of some 150 unpublished and never before seen images of
soldiers of the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) and the Army of Occupation taken
in France and Germany during and after World War I. As opposed to the stateside
training camp photos and formal portraits taken on return to the USA, this is an in-
depth look at what the AEF looked like as they were actively engaged in the business
of making the world safe for democracy. These images cover every rank and grade of
soldier in the AEF from General Pershing to fresh-faced privates, and every
occupational specialty from infantryman to cook. Details of uniforms and equipment,
locations, times, and places have been painstakingly researched for each image.

HB 9780764356353 £22.99 November 2018 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages

Montauk 11954
Car Pelleteri

Montauk’s beautiful beaches, and its location just over 100 miles east of midtown
Manhattan, make it a go-to destination for city-dwellers seeking summer bliss. More
than 100 photos offer viewers an unfiltered peek into the all-American charm of this
town on Long Island’s South Shore, famous for its fishing and six surrounding state
parks. Native New Yorker Car Pelleteri captures the culture and scenic landscape—surf
and sun bathers at Ditch Plains, the terrestrial Hoodoos at Shadmoor, and horseback
riding at Deep Hollow, the oldest cattle ranch in the US. Images of the sun dipping into
the ocean at Navy Beach, the walking dunes at Hither Hills, and visitors enjoying the
fresh local seafood and homegrown brews on the dock distill the essence of summer at
a classic hot-spot.

About the Author: Car Pelleteri is a portrait photographer and native New Yorker.
Growing up in Brooklyn, Car started shooting portraits of herself and her friends at age
ten and is drawn to raw and candid subjects. She also has a love for the ocean, and its
surrounding landscapes. Car lives in Hastings on Hudson, New York, with her husband,
Vic, and son Leo.

HB 9780764356056 £27.99 September 2018 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages
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Tis the Season New York
Betsy Pinover Schiff

No other American city dazzles during the winter holidays like New York, with its
magical store windows, larger-than-life street decorations, and brilliant, tree-lit
plazas. New York City photographer Betsy Pinover Schiff has gone uptown to Harlem,
downtown to the 9/11 Memorial, and to all the boroughs—on foot, by subway, by
double-decker bus, and on a tour boat decked with lights and garlands—to capture the
city’s creative spirit. Photographed mostly at night, scenes range from Rockefeller
Center’s ice rink and a Jewish Festival of Lights ceremony, to a puppet procession and
elegantly decorated homes, offering a new, intimate, and heartwarming sense of the
city. The book also contains a foreword by New York Times reporter James Barron,
quotes from notable New Yorkers, and a map of the image locations. ’Tis the Season
New York is a beautiful keepsake of the Big Apple, burnished and bedazzled during the
most festive time of the year.

About the Author: Betsy Pinover Schiff is a noted photographer of landscape
architecture, gardens, and travel destinations whose images were described by the New
York Times as “an ambrosial paean to public and private spaces.” This is her fifth book
that focuses on New York City.

HB 9780764356049 £31.99 October 2018 Schiffer Publishing 168 pages

Terra Flamma
Wildfires at Night
Stuart Palley

From the towering pines of Shasta Trinity National Forest, to the chaparral scrub of San
Diego's Mexican border, to Yosemite and the Western Sierras, trained wildland
firefighter and photojournalist Stuart Palley documents California's raging wildfires and
the forces behind them during the state's worst fire season in modern history. The
dramatic images, a half-decade in the making, capture the simultaneous beauty and
destruction that wildfires bring as fire seasons get longer and more deadly, expensive,
and destructive. In the wake of California’s record-breaking series of wildfires in 2017,
the images encompass five fire seasons and forty-five fires. They are presented
chronologically and culminate with the wine country fire siege that devastated Sonoma
and Napa counties in October 2017 and the Thomas Fire in Southern California, the
largest in recorded state history. This timely book defines the state's drought and urban
sprawl challenges, drawing a broader picture of global warming and its acute effects
worldwide.

About the Author: Stuart Palley is recognized as an expert on nighttime
photography. He has documented roughly seventy-five fires in five years, trained as a
wildland firefighter, and traveled from the US/Mexico border in San Diego to the Shasta
Trinity National Forest near Oregon to make images for Terra Flamma. The project has
been featured in dozens of media outlets across the globe. Stuart received his BBA in
finance and BA in history from Southern Methodist University and holds a master’s
degree in photojournalism from the University of Missouri. A Southern California native,
Stuart spends his free time adventuring outdoors, photographing the night sky,
traveling, and fixing broken camera and fire gear.

HB 9780764355738 £31.99 September 2018 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages
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Justice Howard's Voodoo
Conjure and Sacrifice
Justice Howard Other Voodoo Queen Bloody Mary

Peer behind the curtain and journey into Voodoo’s hidden world. A forbidden and often
misunderstood subject, Voodoo has never before been photographically depicted in this
way. The people and the spirits of Voodoo are creatively conjured in dozens of photos
from world-renowned photographer Justice Howard, coupled with the insightful words
of Voodoo Queen Bloody Mary. Subjects include Papa Legba, gatekeeper of the
crossroads, and the revered priestess Marie Laveau. See the realities behind Voodoo
dolls and meet graveyard rulers Baron Samedi and Maman Brigitte. Voodoo priestess
Bloody Mary shares intriguing background information for each of the concepts and
explains the meaning of ritual items, from food offerings to libation to the
misconceptions of animal sacrifice.

About the Author: Internationally-renowned photographer Justice Howard has
been featured in numerous museum exhibits, thousands of articles, more than sixty art
gallery exhibitions, and over 600 magazine covers. Her work graces books and
magazines that stretch from French Vogue to Easyriders. Her classic photography, in
both nuclear color and black and white, has captured some of entertainment’s top
icons.

HB 9780764355189 £22.99 May 2018 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages

Archipelago New York
Thomas Halaczinsky

This mesmerizing photographic and literary log book unravels the mysteries of more
than seventy islands dotting the sea from New York Harbor at the mouth of the Hudson
to Fishers Island Sound. This magical island world, hiding in plain sight, is revealed
aboard documentary filmmaker and writer Thomas Halaczinsky's thirty-foot sailboat.
His course follows the route of Adriaen Block, the first European who in 1614 sailed and
mapped this area. On old marine charts, these islands have curious-sounding names
such as Money Island, Pot Island, and Rats Island, while names such as Rockaway,
Jamaica Bay, and Montauk speak of the indigenous people who once inhabited the land.
Rooted in history, local tales are interwoven with current themes such as climate
change and wrapped in the narrative of sailing in quest of a sense of place.

About the Author: Thomas Halaczinsky is an award-winning New York
documentary filmmaker, photographer, and writer who divides his time between
Brooklyn and Greenport on Long Island’s North Fork, where he keeps his thirty-foot
sailboat Sojourn. His work focuses on the relationship between people and places.

HB 9780764355073 £27.99 May 2018 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages

Cape Cod and the Islands
A Drone's Eye View
Christopher Seufert

What do the wreck of the Liberty ship James Longstreet, Provincetown dune shacks, a
great white shark, and surfers at Wellfleet’s LeCount Hollow have in common? They're
all captured from altitudes of up to 400 feet in photographs by Cape Cod native
Christopher Seufert. More than 100 images reveal the cape's ocean currents, tide pools,
geological forms, and orderly town grids from never-before-seen angles and
perspectives. They also give equal exposure to both hidden corners and well-traveled
landmarks of every town on the cape, including Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. The
author's creative use of the latest drone technology will be a revelation for even the
most seasoned Cape Codder.

HB 9780764355066 £22.99 May 2018 Schiffer Publishing 128 pages
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Cannabis
Marijuana under the Microscope
Ted Kinsman

A unique mix of art and science, this fresh and visually stunning survey celebrates the
extraordinary beauty and diversity of the world’s most controversial plant: Cannabis
sativa. Cutting-edge scanning electron microscope images, combined with light
micrographs and X-rays, bring this captivating plant vividly to life. Meticulously
photographed over the course of three years, the 140 color images are arranged by
germination, stem, leaf, male flower, female flower, and roots, accompanied by
explanations of what the viewer is seeing. The cannabis plant has had a complicated
relationship with humans through the ages, and each image was selected with this in
mind, highlighting unique and frequently bizarre features. This unusual photographic
collection reveals the microscopic features of the marijuana plant as never before seen
in one volume.

About the Author: Ted Kinsman is an associate professor in the Photographic
Sciences Department at Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, New York,
where he teaches high-speed photography and scanning electron microscopy. He holds
degrees in optics, physics, and science education.

PB 9780764355059 £15.99 May 2018 Schiffer Publishing 128 pages

Flags across America
Karen S. Robbins, Dale Baskin

This visually rich book celebrates the US flag as seen through the eyes of Americans
from all walks of life. It contains patriotic imagery of Old Glory in documentary
photography, folk art and fine art, significant historical moments, and remarkable
vignettes from American life. Enjoy the Stars and Stripes against pristine landscapes;
in settings ranging from small-town parades to under water and outer space; and in
relationship to aviation, sports, arts and crafts, exploration, the military, and more.
Woven throughout are never-before-told stories about the flag from artists, athletes,
aviators, teens, former POWs, Tuskegee Airmen, Doolittle Raiders, and everyday
Americans passionate about giving back to their country. Americans of all ages will
enjoy this eclectic collection of our nation’s symbol folded and unfurled.

About the Author: Karen Robbins was the concept originator for My Red, White
and Blue musical board book, and her father, brother, and nephew have served in the
military. She lives in Gig Harbor, Washington, where she writes, crafts, and designs
books and toys. Dale Baskin is a professional photographer and writer. He has traveled
to all fifty states and more than forty countries in pursuit of visual stories, including
New York to photograph the flag after 9/11. He is an editor at Digital Photography
Review and lives in Seattle.

HB 9780764354892 £31.99 April 2018 Schiffer Publishing 208 pages

The Timeless Seashore
Joe Votano

The American shoreline offers infinite beauty in countless forms, from curiously
sculpted beaches to towering sea stacks, strewn seaweed, and crabs scuttling in tide
pools. These natural phenomena blend harmoniously with man-made structures such as
harbors, piers, boats, and lighthouses. The images in this book celebrate the fascinating
and startlingly abstract beauty of seashores in the US, from foggy days in Maine to fiery
sunsets along the Oregon coast and storm-shrouded lighthouses, quiet inlets, rocky
cliffs, and much more. This book aims to enhance appreciation for oceans and their
shape-shifting shorelines. They are, after all, timeless.

HB 9780764354885 £15.99 April 2018 Schiffer Publishing 96 pages
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Scenes from the Country Fair
Michael P. Gadomski

What could be more American than the country fair? For more than 250 years, local
fairs have been a symbol of grassroots America. They're a place to show pride in the
homegrown and handmade, connect with neighbors and friends, and compete for the
best draft horses and dairy cows, pumpkins, and cherry pie. Photographs of 13 country
fairs in eastern and central Pennsylvania capture scenes of farm implements,
sideshows, funnel cakes, cotton candy, and the magic of the midway after dark. For
young and old, urbanites and country folk, regular fair-goers and rookies, this book
shows why millions of people across the nation flock to the fair and continue the
competitions between neighbors and friends that have gone on for years—and
sometimes generations.

HB 9780764354809 £18.99 June 2018 Schiffer Publishing 112 pages

Modern Gothic
The Photographic Art of Jamie Mahon
Jamie Mahon

Welcome to the fantasy-made-flesh that is Jamie Mahon’s imagination. Weaving
together sublime locations, superb photography, and striking models, this award-
winning photographer has created true artwork of the alternative subculture. He and a
clique of extraordinary creators have labored to produce images of beautiful women,
expertly made up and professionally styled in fantastic surroundings. Whether it’s the
ethereal otherworldliness of his Gothic heroines and villainesses, the provocative
postures of his fetish performers, or the adrenalin-charged action of his fantasy
characters, each image leaps from its page to shock and awe you. Mahon’s imagination
is realized with such depth, passion, and color as to be an entire reality of its own. So
come join us in this wicked world of sinful style.

About the Author: Jamie Mahon is an award winning, Leeds based photographer
whose portfolio focuses on fashion and portraiture plus the odd landscape. Jamie
attended the University of Wales College Newport, and received a Bachelor’s degree in
Photographic Art. Jamie’s work has been featured in international publications and
media.

HB 9780764353246 £31.99 April 2018 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

Classic Flash in 5 Bold Colors
Jeromey McCulloch

Traditional American tattooing has a rich, extensive heritage. Often underappreciated,
it represents a true folk art, encompassing design motifs and themes that are
expressions of the heart, the desires, loves, and ambitions of the artists and those who
wear their artworks. After carefully studying work by renowned American tattoo artists
(including Paul Rogers, Leonard "Stoney" St.Clair, George Burchett, August "Cap"
Coleman, Percy Waters, Owen James and others) the author distilled it into five
component colors: black, red, yellow, green, and brown, and developed a new
interpretation of their classic styles. Besides classic designs by the author, the images
here include collaborative work with other tattoo designers. Over 640 individual flash
designs are reproduced in color as a celebration of the tradition and the hope that it
will continue as folk art.

About the Author: Professional tattooer Jeromey "Tilt" McCulloch resides in
Champaign, IL, and owns and operates NewLife Tattoos. Justin Sellers, a.k.a.
Lowercase j, started tattooing and painting flash in 2005.

PB 9780764331657 £22.99 January 2019 Schiffer Publishing 112 pages
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Photographs: Portraits

Ukrainian Railroad Ladies
A Visual Exploration of the Traffic Controllers Profession on
Ukrainian Railway Crossings
Sasha Maslov

Ukrainian Railroad Ladies is a series of portraits of traffic controllers and safety officers
at railroads of Ukraine. This project is also an exploration of why these professions still
exist in the 21st century, given the almost entire automatization of railroad crossings
in the country. It is a study of the anthropological and social aspects of this phenomenon
and the overall role of Ukraine’s railroad system. While working on the project, Sasha
Maslov – known for his social documentary portraits, where the main focus is always
the hero in his substantive environment – has traveled all over Ukraine.

Ukrainian Railroad Ladies is more than 50 photos of women who work on Ukrainian
Railways. They seem to be a symbol of certain things in the country that don’t change,
standing firm in the present as a defiant nod to the past. Unfazed by the passing of
trains and time, they are here to stay.

About the Author: Sasha Maslov is a Ukrainian-American portrait photographer and
storyteller based in New York City. His work has been exhibited in various photo
galleries and art spaces around Europe and the United States. Sasha is a regular
contributor to a number of magazines and leading publications in New York and around
the globe, and is actively pursuing work on his documentary projects.

HB 9789665008583 £43.99 July 2020 Osnovy Publishing 128 pages

James Wilson
Social Studies
John Leroux, James Wilson

There's something strange, interesting, unsettling yet wonderfully compelling about
these portraits, which reveal perhaps more than they should.

"The same stage, but different actors," explains Wilson. "There is something interesting
to me about separating people from their environment, about keeping the focus on the
individual."

James Wilson’s studio portraits capture subjects from all walks of life. They document
soldiers and street people, builders and bakers, artists and labourers. There is an
intimate intensity in his photographs, which together form a timeless collage of life
and faces from the early twenty-first century.

Wilson’s portraits are also the product of a purposeful gaze, distinctive observations in
black-and-white. All window-lit, all photographed in his studio, all with the same black
background, these photographic portraits open a door into the worlds and at times the
unguarded emotions of the individual subjects.

HB 9781773101880 £30.99 August 2020 Goose Lane Editions 176 pages
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80s Redux
Your Favorite Musicians Today
Mike Hipple, Dave Holmes

The influence of 80s culture is undeniable, perhaps most popularly in music. So what
are the musicians who built the sonic landscape of the 80s up to? Photographer Mike
Hipple seeks to answer this and other burning questions in this nostalgic collection of
portraits and interviews featuring 40+ influential performers of the 80s, including Lol
Tolhurst from The Cure, Cindy Wilson from The B-52s, Robyn Hitchcock, punk pioneer
Alice Bag, and Kristin Hersh from Throwing Muses. Join Hipple on this fan’s journey to
three countries and all four corners of the US to get an intimate look at these hit
makers’ stories. Some are still releasing critically-acclaimed records and touring, some
could be the rock star that lives next door, and at least one is living a bohemian lifestyle
in a 100-year-old farmhouse. Complete with a deft foreword by television personality
and Esquire’s L.A.-based editor-at-large Dave Holmes, this is the perfect book for fans
of the eighties.

HB 9780764354960 £27.99 April 2018 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages

Photography & Photographs

Lintels of Paris
Thaddeus Holownia, Peter Edwards

A CBC New Brunswick Book List Selection

Thaddeus Holownia's Lintels of Paris provides a taste of the urban qualities of Paris, its
quartiers, and its exquisite architectural details. Working with his trusted large-format
banquet camera, Holownia has completed a series of horizontal portraits of carved
stone lintels sitting atop the large doorways that line the streets and sidewalks of
France's capital. This large-format volume, featuring over 40 stochastic duotones,
offers an unexpected tour of one of the defining features of the "City of Light." Lintels
of Paris accompanies an exhibition of the same name running throughout 2020 at the
Beaverbrook Art Gallery.

HB 9781895488319 £46.99 January 2020 Anchorage Press 64 pages

Converging Waters
Dan Hillert, Gwen Curry

Stunning nature photography is paired with evocative writing that combine to explore
the history of the Broughton Archipelago and expose some of the lesser known practises
of government and industry in this dynamic coastal landscape.

Converging Waters explores an area on the northern coast of Vancouver Island on the
edge of the Broughton Archipelago: Queen Charlotte Strait, Broughton Strait,
Cormorant Channel, Blackfish Sound. This part of the Namgis First Nation territory is
characterized by tree-covered islands, pebble beaches, foggy mornings, rocky islets,
orcas, eagles, and an ever-changing light. Boats are at least as important as trucks for
the few who live here. The sea and sky dominate the land, and marine mammals and
fish seem to overshadow the human residents.

Daniel Hillert’s inspiring photographs focus on the wild essence that still permeates
these converging waters, while Gwen Curry’s prose dives beneath the surface to
appreciate not only the natural wonder of this place but its history, people, and
present-day challenges.

HB 9781771601658 £36.99 September 2020 Rocky Mountain Books 192 pages
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Public Works
in the realm of art and infrastructure
Chaim Bezalel

A cross-genre exploration of art and community. The book includes art, poetry, and
essays on art.The author began the book while serving on the Planning Commission of
his city, where he wrote poems describing the current agenda. He then went on to
create an installation in various artistic mediums dealing with the subject. The essays
on art were written over a 20 year period.

About the Author: Chaim Bezalel was born in New York City and grew up in Dobbs
Ferry, NY. He received a B.S. in Radio, TV, and Film from Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois. After graduating, he spent several years on his own photography,
working at a variety of jobs, some of them for photo-essays. In 1988 he moved to Israel
and established Bezalel-Levy Editions which published his and his wife's work in various
media. He currently works with painting, ceramics, photography, film, and music in
mixed media. He is a published poet. He and his wife, an artist with whom he often
collaborates live in Stanwood, WA and Ashkelon, Israel.

PB 9780999595824 £17.95 April 2018 Dekel Press 116 pages

Dream of Venice in Black and White
Tiziano Scarpa Edited by JoAnn Locktov

Dream of Venice in Black and White reveals Venice as a narrative in chiaroscuro. Over
50 photographers have documented the city to create a visual legacy of elegant realism
in light and shadow. The acclaimed Italian author Tiziano Scarpa contributes a poignant
reflection of his life as a Venetian, experiencing perpetual change. His eloquent and
candid Introduction exposes the complex issues that threaten the survival of his city.
Venice has had the audacity to exist as a living city for over 1,500 years. But for how
much longer?

HB 9780990772521 £24.99 September 2018 Bella Figura Publications 96 pages

Women in the Dark
Female Photographers in the US, 1850-1900
Katherine Manthorne

Recover the stories of long-overlooked American women who, at a time when women
rarely worked outside the home, became commercial photographers and shaped the
new, challenging medium. Covering two generations of photographers ranging from
New York City to California’s mining districts, this study goes beyond a broad survey
and explores individual careers through primary sources and new materials. Profiles of
the photographers animate their careers by exploring how they began, the details of
running their own studios, and their visual output. The photos featured vary in form--
daguerreotype, tintype, carte de visite, and more--and subject, including civil war
portraits, postmortem photography, and landscape photography. This welcome
resource fills in gaps in photographic, American, and women’s history, and convincingly
lays out the parallels between the growth of photography as an available medium and
the late 19th-century Women’s Movement.

About the Author: Katherine Manthorne writes about landscape art across the
Americas and the contribution of women to 19th century art and culture. Currently an
art history professor at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, she has been
a visiting professor in Venice, Copenhagen, and Berlin. Her publications include Home
on the Hudson: Women and Men Painting Landscape, 1825-1875 (Boscobel, 2009)
and Restless Enterprise: The Art & Life of Eliza Pratt Greatorex (University of
California Press, 2021).

HB 9780764360169 £40.99 October 2020 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages
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Pure Sea Glass 2021 Calendar
Nancy S. LaMotte, Thomas Allen Markowski

Breathtaking photography of sea glass by Tommy Allen lures you into the new year in
this 2021 wall calendar. Complete with facts and quotes on sea glass from the definitive
guide, Pure Sea Glass by author Richard LaMotte, this is a year-long delight for the avid
collector and the occasional beachcomber.

PB 9780764359859 £16.99 October 2020 Schiffer Publishing 24 pages

Open Aperture
The Evolution of Photography in an Abstract World
Paul Matte

Fine art photography, like science, is undergoing major transformations. Just as George
Eastman’s invention of roll film changed the world’s artistic outlook, so too have
Instagram and other communications technologies multiplied the possibilities for
artistic expression. This retrospective, organized by genre rather than year, explores
important categories such as camera-less photograms, self-portraiture, environmental
portraiture, street photography, documentation, and abstraction. It contains examples
of the groundbreaking work of photographers from Diane Arbus, Edward Weston, and
Alfred Stieglitz to Andy Warhol and Robert Rauschenberg, often grouping the artists
together in unexpected ways. While it provides a brief history of the different genres,
this is not a history book, but rather a study of the uniqueness of particular
photographic visions in their time. It will inspire fine art photographers to challenge
preconceived concepts, overcome creative block, and become part of the new avant-
garde.

About the Author: Paul Matte earned a bachelor of fine arts with honors in
photography in 1984 and a bachelor of education in visual arts in 1985. He and his wife,
Lise, live in Brockville, Ontario, where he is retired after thirty-one years of teaching
students to be creative and to think beyond the obvious.

HB 9780764355400 £31.99 July 2018 Schiffer Publishing 176 pages

Trains
Photography of A. Aubrey Bodine
Jennifer B. Bodine

A. Aubrey Bodine, newspaper photographer, pictorialist, modernist, and
documentarian, was a Baltimore Sun feature photographer from 1924-1970. This book
is his archive of train photographs chronicling mid-twentieth-century rail transportation
and the people working on the railroad. Bodine’s images of steam and diesel
locomotives document an era passed. Herein contains award-winning pictures,
currently popular pictures, historically interesting pictures, and pictures unseen until
this volume. These images demonstrate Bodine’s pictorialist and modernist
photographic eye for trains and railroads in motion and at rest. Bodine published four
books, wrote articles, judged photographic Salons, won awards from all over the world,
lectured across northeast America, and held down a full-time job at a major
metropolitan newspaper. This is the fourth Bodine picture book assembled by his
daughter, Jennifer. Their previous collaborations are Bodine’s Chesapeake Bay
Country, Bodine’s City, and Bodine’s Industry.

About the Author: Jennifer B. Bodine is A. Aubrey Bodine's only child and is the
custodian of his work and legacy. Most of her time is spent cataloguing Bodine's massive
collection of images.

HB 9780764354939 £27.99 April 2018 Schiffer Publishing 128 pages
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Scruffy
Our loyal pandemic pooches and the good, the bad, and the crazy
haircuts we gave them
Shelley Ross

Scruffy is a timely photo/art book documenting a dog’s life in lockdown during the
Pandemic of 2020. As the deadly new coronavirus spreads across the planet in just four
frightening months, our loyal dogs become an elixir, ecstatic to have us home with
them 24/7, playing endless games of fetch and getting belly rubs on demand. Then,
suddenly, we are charged with their home grooming, giving way to an extraordinary
gallery of wild and wacky pandemic haircuts, a poignant metaphor for courage,
resiliency and hope.

100% of funds raised by Scruffy go directly to FDA-authorized novel COVID-19
treatments sponsored by The Cure Alliance

About the Author: Shelley Ross is president of The Cure Alliance is a 501(c)(3) non-
profit group of top international scientists sharing knowledge to treat the most severe
cases of COVID-19. In that role for the past five years, she has supported specific policy
changes, ones that would help advance regenerative medicine and pave the way for a
recently proven COVID-19 treatment to repair lung damage in the most severe cases.
The Impressive results of he FDA-authorized clinical trial of UC-MSCs were just released
by the principal investigator, Dr. Camillo Ricordi, The Cure Alliance founder. Besides
her work with The Cure Alliance, Ross is known as a veteran broadcast news executive
and journalist, having produced over 3500 hours of live television at ABC, NBC and CBS
networks.

HB 9780578745244 £27.99 October 2020 Scruffy Book Publishing 196 pages

Special Kinds of Photography

Fashioned in the North
Nordic Histories, Agents and Images of Fashion Photography
Edited by Anna Dahlgren

Fashioned in the north showcases stories of images, photographers, publications and
institutions that have attracted minimal attention outside the local Nordic academic
community. The authors of the book examine the reasons for, and implications of this
under-exposure – to use a photographic metaphor. The domain of fashion photography
studies is widened here and the texts challenge often taken-for-granted ideas of centre
and periphery in the discipline. The hybridity of this approach adds new nuances that
enrich the knowledge in the field. The contributors discuss fashion photography as a
transnational phenomenon, a material object, as medium and part of a media system,
and as the result of archival systems and history writings. They show how in depth
studies of this kind can offer so much more than focusing on but a few agents, iconic
images, individual or periodic style. Indeed, case studies like these serve as a prism
through which we can reveal cultural, social, economic and ideological aspects of
society as these are reflected in fashion photography.

About the Author: Anna Dahlgren is Professor of Art History at Stockholm
University. She has written extensively on different aspects of photography and visual
culture, including fashion and advertising photography, print culture, historiography,
the digital turn, archives, and museum practices. She is currently managing the project
'Metadata Culture' (financed by the Swedish Research Council, 2019-2023), focusing on
different aspects of cultural heritage institutions image collections online.

PB 9789188661937 £31.95 March 2020 Nordic Academic Press 208 pages
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100 Years in Pinstripes HB 9781629377957 £ 31.99

80s Redux HB 9780764354960 £ 27.99

All of Which I Saw HB 9780764357992 £ 31.99

Along the Western Front HB 9781771602051 £ 36.99

American Carnival HB 9780764357299 £ 15.99

Annapolis HB 9780764360640 £ 31.99

Anthropocene HB 9781773100975 £ 26.99

Archipelago New York HB 9780764355073 £ 27.99

Art from above Cape Cod HB 9780764357473 £ 31.99

Art of the Beard HB 9780764357732 £ 24.99

Back Roads of the Southwest HB 9780764358586 £ 31.99

Balcony Chic HB 9789665008309 £ 43.99

Brandywine Valley HB 9780764355745 £ 9.99

Cannabis PB 9780764355059 £ 15.99

Cape Cod and the Islands HB 9780764355066 £ 22.99

Clarity HB 9780764359446 £ 27.99

Classic Flash in 5 Bold Colors PB 9780764331657 £ 22.99

Coastal Maine HB 9780764355752 £ 9.99

Compass of the Ephemeral HB 9780977880652 £ 27.99

Converging Waters HB 9781771601658 £ 36.99

Dream of Venice in Black and White HB 9780990772521 £ 24.99

Embracing Light HB 9780764357503 £ 27.99

Everything Remains Raw HB 9781773100821 £ 26.99

Fashioned in the North PB 9789188661937 £ 31.95

Flags across America HB 9780764354892 £ 31.99

Florida Lighthouses PB 9780764358739 £ 18.99

Gerda Taro, Photojournalist HB 9783869050133 £ 49.90

How Did You Get That Shot? HB 9780764357282 £ 27.99

Images from "Over There" HB 9780764356353 £ 22.99

In the Chasms of Water, Stone, and Light HB 9780764357602 £ 31.99

James Wilson HB 9781773101880 £ 30.99

Jazz in Available Light HB 9780764354830 £ 54.99

Justice Howard's Voodoo HB 9780764355189 £ 22.99

Lancaster County HB 9780764357541 £ 9.99

Lintels of Paris HB 9781895488319 £ 46.99

Modern Gothic HB 9780764353246 £ 31.99

Montauk 11954 HB 9780764356056 £ 27.99

Muttshots PB 9781925642476 £ 38.99

Nature -- Stilled HB 9780995113695 £ 53.99

New Hampshire HB 9780764357480 £ 9.99

Open Aperture HB 9780764355400 £ 31.99
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Oregon Coast HB 9780764359477 £ 11.99

Philadelphia HB 9780764357572 £ 9.99
Pioneer Churches of Vancouver Island and the
Salish Sea PB 9781772033052 £ 22.99

Pittsburgh HB 9780764357589 £ 9.99

Public Works PB 9780999595824 £ 17.95

Pure Sea Glass 2021 Calendar PB 9780764359859 £ 16.99

Saskatchewan Book HB 9781771604406 £ 40.99

Scenes from the Country Fair HB 9780764354809 £ 18.99

Scruffy HB 9780578745244 £ 27.99

Seasons of Lancaster County HB 9780764357558 £ 22.99

Shining Land HB 9780995131828 £ 34.99

Sí, San Antonio HB 9780764360930 £ 31.99

Terra Flamma HB 9780764355738 £ 31.99

The Architecture of Whimsy HB 9780764360275 £ 22.99

The Cats of Cuba HB 9780764358029 £ 22.99

The Dogs of Cuba HB 9780764358036 £ 22.99

The Human Thread HB 9781733510868 £ 33.99

The Jersey Shore HB 9780764355769 £ 9.99

The Purpose of Things PB 9781646030194 £ 18.99

The Secret History of KGB Spy Cameras HB 9780764356162 £ 40.99

The Timeless Seashore HB 9780764354885 £ 15.99

Tis the Season New York HB 9780764356049 £ 31.99

Trains HB 9780764354939 £ 27.99

Treasures of Winnipeg's Historic Exchange HB 9781772033076 £ 45.99

Ukrainian Railroad Ladies HB 9789665008583 £ 43.99

Welcome to New Hampshire HB 9780764357497 £ 22.99

Women in the Dark HB 9780764360169 £ 40.99
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